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Losing My Virginity is an amazing memoir, a definitive business guide and an inspirational story that

reveals Sir Richard's unique philosophy on business, the Virgin brand and life.
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A great read. I enjoyed learning the genesis of the early recording industry and particularly

Branson's struggle to establish Virgin Atlantic Airlines. Evokes the memory of Juan Trippe and Pan

American Airlines. I had been looking for a good bio on Branson; this seemed to be the most

complete and recent, with a final chapter taking us to about 2010 in sketch detail. Otherwise most of

the storyline ends in the late 1990s. On some level I was surprised at the young scoundrel he

somewhat was, but recognize how important that became to Branson's entrepreneurial drive. The

man has guts, wish him the best to get Virgin Galactic soaring again soon!

Great book! I was able to find the adventurous spirit of Sir Branson in the first few pages - especially

with his attempt to be the first hot air balloonist in the world. The book really got down to the minute

details of what drives him and what his mindset is like when facing challenges. A definite must-read

for any aspiring entrepreneur!

What an enjoyable read. So many things I never knew about such a great man. Thank you Sir

Richard for always keeping your integrity, family and honor first in your life. Money turns so many

people ugly.This is a journey about a man who has taken his power and wealth to give back to the



communities. He also teaches his employees how to think outside the box, to lead and survive on

their own. Most employers try to keep their staff "trained".Highly recommended book!

Felt humiliated with the challenges I had to go through with my business after reading what Sir

Richard had gone through! This book will inspire you! Push you through tough times and to start

dreaming of your own legacy! A legacy not for your own but for your childres as well.

Great book. Follows the key points in Branson's life and entrepreneurial career with plenty of fun

anecdotes to keep things interested, with a shift in the last few chapters toward Branson's

humanitarian efforts (understandably so, as he begins to consider those efforts a more important

part of his life). Even in these last few chapters, the text is interesting and sprinkled with fun stories

to keep things exciting. As someone hoping to get involved in entrepreneurship, this book was not

any sort of primer on good startup practices, but there are valuable lessons to be learned from how

Branson built his empire and I would recommend this to anyone else hoping to be an entrepreneur.

Amazing life. I learned so much from this book. On life and how Richard does many of his business

deals by partnerships. Very eye opening. If you like reading about business people, as I do, this is a

must read. I put it up there with the books about, John D. Rockefeller, Bill Gates, Warren Buffet,

Steve Jobs etc. I actually enjoyed it more because Richard is very out going and tries adventurous

things as I do.He talks about his hot air balloon adventure around the world, his boat race across

the Atlantic etc.

Ms. here, I read all sorts of books and I did enjoy reading this. It's certainly not a page turner, but

there is enough there to keep most reader's interest. It's interesting to me to read the real story

behind very famous people. The most interesting things reading his story was to find out he wasn't

born "into" money. He worked hard for everything he's ever done...and that's been a lot. Kudos to

Richard Branson.

I have just finished reading Richard Branson's autobiography, 'Losing My Virginity'. This was a

refreshingly candid glimpse into Branson's heart, revealing his early hopes and dreams, describing

his entrepreneurial mind and his motivations. It is a chronological progression, beginning with

motivating challenges from age eleven, moving through teen-age endeavours right through to

recent developments.I was fascinated by how he would look for solutions to challenges in one area



and see opportunities through that for significant change or at times even a completely new venture.

As an example; he couldn't raise the finance to upgrade the seat-back entertainment systems for

the handful of planes of his airline at the time, so he called the CEO of Boeing to talk about it and

ended up ordering 16 new planes. It was easier to finance that expansion than the simple upgrade,

so Virgin found itself with the newest planes of any other airline at the time. Talk about leaps of

faith!In the latter pages he describes his growing awareness of the precarious state of our world,

and realises his unique position to take tangible, constructive action. In particular, he assembled a

significant group of 'Global Elders' (including Nelson Mandela and other world-changing names) to

address some of these world problems and find viable solutions. I was hooked here because I have

written about this extensively myself in my non-fiction bookÃ‚Â FutureQuest. Branson puts the

rubber to the road himself by ensuring that all his business enterprises aim for highest possible

sustainability with smallest possible ecological footprint.I thoroughly enjoyed the read and learned

valuable lessons in the process. I realised early that I needed to give this book priority time, to get

the most out of it. Highly recommended.
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